In earlier works on transmitter power control in cellular radio systems, the problem of whether a signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) threshold is achievable is determined by apparently different rules for homogeneous and heterogeneous SIR systems. In this paper, we present a unified and more universal framework for both cases. We also highlight the conditions under which a given SIR threshold vector for the heterogeneous SIR system is achievable, although so far there is no general solution to this problem.
I. Introduction
In wireless cellular code division multiple access (CDMA) communication systems, interference can have a significantly negative impact on both system capacity and quality-of-service (QoS) if not properly dealt with. Power control is an effective technique to mitigate interference, maintain the required link QoS, and increase system capacity. Extensive research has been carried out on this subject. It is commonly assumed that this system is interference-limited; that is, the receiver noise level at the desired link is negligible compared to the interference from other unwanted links, such that the QoS depends only on the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR). Based on such a system model, we aim to find the minimum possible transmitter power that can achieve the required SIR threshold. Obviously, it is desirable to be able to predict whether the required SIR threshold is achievable using the adopted power control technique.
This problem has been investigated in earlier works. J. Zander [1] , [2] and Sudheer A. Grandhi [3] studied cellular communication systems with an identical SIR threshold for each mobile in so-called homogeneous SIR systems. They found that the largest achievable SIR is equal to the reciprocal of the positive maximum modulus eigenvalue of the normalized link gain matrix. A homogeneous SIR system model is mainly suitable for networks that support only one class of service. Future cellular mobile radio systems have to support different classes of service with different SIR requirements. This prompted Wu to investigate cellular systems with different SIR thresholds, so-called heterogeneous SIR systems [4] . In order to make use of the results in [1] - [3] , he used margin parameter δ to reconstruct the required SIR threshold vector.
A Unified Framework for Transmitter Power Control in Cellular Radio Systems
Chin Choy Chai, Ying Lu, Yong Huat Chew, and Tjeng Thiang Tjhung Looking at these works on transmitter power control, the solution to whether an SIR threshold vector is achievable for a homogeneous SIR appears to be different from that for heterogeneous SIR cellular systems. However, from these previous works, we found that for both homogeneous SIR and heterogeneous SIR cases we can determine whether an achievable SIR exists for a particular power control scheme using a unified criterion. In this paper, our main contribution is in presenting a unified framework on the power control systems for both homogeneous SIR and heterogeneous SIR scenarios and in deriving a generalized theorem to determine whether an SIR threshold vector is achievable for both cases. Therefore, our result is a generalization of the results reported in papers [1] - [4] .
We describe the system model and summarize some of the findings in the literature in section II. In section III, we present a unified criterion that determines whether an SIR threshold is achievable, regardless of whether it is a heterogeneous SIR or homogeneous SIR system. In section IV, we explain how our results can lead to the findings in [1] - [4] . In section V, we highlight the conditions under which a given SIR threshold vector is achievable for a heterogeneous SIR system. Finally, we conclude this paper in section VI.
II. System Model

Definitions
Consider an interference-limited cellular radio communication system with N users whose QoS requirements depend only on their respective SIR. We first need to state some definitions to facilitate our later analysis and explanation. i) For a cellular radio system, a minimum uplink SIR threshold,
, is required for each mobile. We define vector
as the uplink SIR threshold vector. Similarly, we can define the downlink SIR threshold vector as 
, where 0 is a vector with all zero elements. iii) An SIR threshold vector of 
System Model
We consider the uplink transmission first. Let p i denote the transmitter power of user i. G ij denotes the uplink channel gain (which models the effects of path loss, log-normal shadowing, and fading) from user j to the base station (BS) of user i. Hence, G ii corresponds to the desired communication links and G ij corresponds to the unwanted communication links. Using these notations, we can derive the uplink received SIR for mobile i as
In order to satisfy the QoS requirement of each mobile, we have
We can express the above inequality in the forms of a matrix and vector as
where
and the elements of matrix
In contrast to the normalized link gain matrix defined in [1] - [3] , we shall call matrix W A , which is the SIR-thresholdembedded normalized uplink gain matrix, as the uplink system gain matrix. In the particular homogeneous case where all services have the same SIR threshold, i.e., As expected, we can see from (5a) and (5b) that the homogeneous SIR system is a special case of the heterogeneous SIR system where j i
In the downlink transmission, we can similarly define SIR-threshold-embedded normalized downlink gain matrix Z A as the downlink system gain matrix, which consists of the following elements,
where ji G is the downlink channel gain from the base station of user j to user i. To satisfy the QoS requirement of each mobile, we obtain , p Z pÃ ≥
and i p is the transmitter power from the base station of user i. It is obvious that the power control problem can be expressed by the unified matrix and vector form for the uplink, (4), as well as the downlink transmission, (7). For simplicity, we will focus on the uplink case in this paper. All the results obtained also hold for the downlink case. Thus we shall avoid the words "uplink" or "downlink" in the sequel.
Perron-Frobenius Theorem
Before presenting our results, we will first summarize the Perron-Frobenius Theorem because it is the basis of the transmitter power control theory. [3] , [5] , [6] . Let A be an Lemma 2. W A is an irreducible nonnegative matrix [3] .
Theorem 1
With Lemma 2, we can see that Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 can be applied to the system gain matrix, W A .
III. A Unified Framework
In section II.2 we define SIR-threshold-embedded normalized link gain matrix W A as the system gain matrix. In W A , the original normalized link gain matrix is "modified" by the SIR thresholds, which can be identical for homogeneous SIR systems or dissimilar for heterogeneous SIR systems. Hence, this definition of a system gain matrix provides us with a unified framework on the formulation of the power control problem for both homogeneous SIR and heterogeneous SIR systems.
According to the unified framework presented above, the homogeneous SIR system is only a special case of a heterogeneous SIR system. The power control problem for these two cases can both be expressed using a unified form as
The difference between these two cases is that all elements in the SIR threshold vector for a homogeneous system are identical, i.e., 
From (8) 
IV. Previous Results Seen from Unified Framework
We have seen that Proposition 1, Proposition 2, and Theorem 2 give the general rules to determine whether an SIR threshold vector is achievable for both homogeneous SIR and heterogeneous SIR systems. In this section, we shall demonstrate that all the results in papers [1] - [4] can be derived from the above general rules.
Homogeneous SIR Cellular Systems
For a homogeneous SIR system, we can extract the SIR threshold from system gain matrix W A , which can be rewritten
where the entry of matrix W is
and matrix W is defined as the normalized link gain matrix in [1] - [3] . According to (8), the problem of power control for this case becomes 
Multiplying γ to both sides of (14), we get 
Heterogeneous SIR Cellular Systems
For a heterogeneous SIR system, given SIR threshold vector γ , system gain matrix W A can be expressed as 
. Hence, the problem of power control becomes
Following the same analysis as for the above homogeneous SIR systems, . This is the result in [4] .
To summarize, we need not extract SIR threshold γ used in (11) for the homogeneous SIR systems or the margin parameter δ in (19) for the heterogeneous SIR systems in order to determine whether an SIR threshold vector is achievable. Instead, the unified rule in section III, which is derived from system gain matrix W A , can be used to determine whether the required SIR threshold vector is achievable for cellular systems with either homogeneous SIR thresholds or heterogeneous SIR thresholds.
A Physical Interpretation on the Unified Framework
In Figs. 1 and 2 , we use a system with two users as an example to give a physical interpretation of the unified framework. In system gain matrix W A , the normalized link , and the corresponding equivalent desired link gain is . ' ii ii G G = Therefore, the larger the required SIR threshold, the larger the equivalent amount of "interference" imposed on the desired link gain 
In homogeneous SIR systems, because the required SIR thresholds for all the desired links are identical, which is γ , the gains of all the unwanted links are weighted equally . Therefore, the largest achievable homogeneous SIR threshold depends only on the normalized link gains. In heterogeneous SIR systems, the gains of all the unwanted links are weighted unequally according to
. So, whether an SIR threshold is achievable will depend not only on the link gains but also on the SIR thresholds of all system users.
In Table 1 , we summarize how system gain matrix W A , which combines link gains and the required SIR thresholds of the system, provides us with a unified framework to the problem.
V. Notes on the Achievable SIR
In homogeneous SIR systems, once maximum modulus eigenvalue λ * of normalized link gain matrix W is determined, the largest achievable SIR threshold of a homogeneous SIR system is given by * * 1 λ γ = . However, so far there is no definite answer to the achievable SIR threshold vector for heterogeneous SIR systems. In this section, we highlight the conditions under which a given SIR threshold vector for the heterogeneous system is achievable. Proof. For a heterogeneous SIR system with N users, let us assume that when Next, we shall illustrate the following three cases separately.
Case i) Homogeneous SIR systems
Using the results in section IV, since the real, positive, and maximum modulus eigenvalue of W is given by 26 . . Based on our unified framework (see Theorem 2), we can see that such a system cannot be supported.
Case ii) Heterogeneous SIR systems
Based on our unified framework, if user a and user c are using class 1, user b is using class 2, and user d is using class 3 service, we have , we predict that this combination of users cannot be supported.
Case iii)
As long as all four users select either class 2 or class 3 services, their SIR requirements can always be met, regardless of the combination of their services. This conclusion can be predicted using 
Example II
We now illustrate the use of the generalized theorem in determining all the feasible combinations of user services that a cellular system can support. Let us suppose that there are three co-channel mobile users, a, b and c, with their respective channel gains to three associated co-channel cells, A, B and C, as follows:
, G Ba = 1×10 -5 , G Ca = 3×10 -5 G Ab = 1×10 -5 , G Bb = 1×10 -4 , G Cb = 3×10 -5 G Ac = 3×10 -5 , G Bc = 3×10 -5 , G Cc = 5×10 -4 .
Assume that the system is providing three classes of mobile services, so-called class 1, class 2 and class 3 services, with the respective required BER performances of 10 The feasible region can be shown as the 3-dimensional plot in Fig. 3 , where each coordinate {x, y, z} represents the set of services requested by {user a, user b, user c}. We use "o" to denote a feasible set or combination and "x" to denote an unfeasible combination. As examples, for coordinate {3, 3, 3}, where all users a, b, and c are requesting class 3 service, we have 1 26 . 1 > = A λ , and therefore this set is unfeasible; whereas for {1, 1, 1}, we have 1 49 . 0 < = A λ , and therefore this set is feasible. We observe that the feasible region appears at the lower range of the coordinates, which correspond to the sets of services (as denoted by "o") with a higher BER (or less stringent BER performance).
Similarly, by using an n-tuple vector, we can extend this application to an arbitrary n-user system with m service classes. However, it is then difficult to plot the results in an ndimensional graph for n > 3.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, we study the SIR-based transmitter power control problem for cellular radio systems. In contrast to the different rules for determining whether an SIR threshold is achievable for homogeneous SIR and heterogeneous SIR systems in earlier works, we present a unified framework and general theorem for both cases using a definition of the system gain matrix, W A , in which the target SIR is embedded. We show that an SIR threshold is achievable for both cases when We have also highlighted the conditions under which a given SIR threshold vector is achievable for the heterogeneous SIR system. These results show how the achievable heterogeneous SIR threshold of a cellular radio system is closely related to the maximum modulus eigenvalue * λ of the normalized link gain matrix, W.
